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Dubbed “Angel’s Welcome,” this North  
Falmouth home is all about family,  

fine craftsmanship and heavenly views. 
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Engraved on the front 
entry’s screen door is a 
welcome message flanked 
by trumpeting angels, their 

hair blowing in the sea breeze. It’s a 
fitting motif for this custom home in 
Nyes Neck, North Falmouth, and its 
heavenly backdrop of Buzzards Bay.  

The clients tasked Polhemus Savery 
DaSilva Architects Builders (PSD) 
with designing and building a home 
customized to their lifestyle and the 
coastal site. “The principal focus 
was family gathering,” explains PSD 
owner and CEO Aaron Polhemus. 
“The clients wanted plenty of 
opportunities for connecting and 
spending time together.”

Another consideration was the 
feel of Nyes Neck. “It’s a summer 
community filled with seasonal 
beach homes,” says Polhemus. “The 

clients didn’t want to overwhelm 
in comparison, which is why the 
façade is inviting but not overly 
assuming. Then, as it stretches 
seaward, it expands into a full two-
story house with banks of windows 
framing the view.” 

To execute the clients’ vision of 
a comfortable, approachable beach 
house, PSD Design Principal John 
DaSilva opted for classic shingle-
style architecture. The off-center 
entry porch accommodates the 
plan needs (a sideways-facing two-
bay garage is directly to the right) 
and sets up the symmetry of the 
three steep gables. “We opted for 
informal classical columns on the 
front porch—I call them carpenter’s 
columns because they’re assembled 
with boards, versus traditional 
molded versions,” says DaSilva. 

Nyes Neck in North 
Falmouth is a summer 
community filled with 
seasonal beach homes. 
The front of the home is 
inviting, but not overly 
assuming, says Aaron 
Polhemus, owner and 
CEO of Polhemus Savery 
DaSilva Architects Builders. 
As it stretches seaward, 
it expands into a full two-
story house with banks of 
windows framing the view.

Interior designer Charline Sullivan kept the rooms bright and cheerful, inspired by the landscape’s vibrant greens and blues. The screen door, below, 
features a welcome message flanked by trumpeting angels.

Site Planning, Permitting, Architecture, 
Landscape Design, Construction: 
Polhemus Savery DaSilva Architects Builders

Kitchen Design: 
Classic Kitchens & Interiors

Interior Designer: 
Charline Sullivan
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With the back of the house facing north/northwest, one 
of DaSilva’s primary goals was capturing as much southern 
light as possible. His response was a T-shaped layout, with the 
main living spaces paralleling the water as the top of the T. 
Two extensions—the office on one side and sunroom on the 
other—reach out even farther beyond the home’s primary 
outline to grab sunlight from three angles. 

From the front entry, a hallway leads past a bedroom 
suite on the left and garage on the right. Then, a generous 
connection point containing the stairwell, powder room and 
mudroom precedes the main living spaces. “This stair hall is 
a transitional space; it notches in between the front and rear 
gables,” says DaSilva. “High windows let natural light flood in 
from two sides.”

The main pulse of the home is the kitchen, designed 
by Hyannis-based Classic Kitchens & Interiors. “It was 
conceived with the ocean view and family in mind,” says 
Barbara Darcy, one of Classic’s kitchen designers. In fact, 

Built-ins abound throughout this finely crafted house. “Built-ins are an 
efficient use of space and allow you to very carefully program storage 
needs,” says PSD Design Principal John DaSilva. The light fixtures and 
colorful painting in the stair hall provide a bright and whimsical atmosphere.

Polhemus Savery 
DaSilva Architects 
Builders, celebrating 
their 25th anniversary 
this year, designed and 
built this beautifully 
crafted waterfront home 
overlooking Buzzards Bay.

Continued on page 60



Water views provide 
the perfect backdrop 
for al fresco dining and 
festive gatherings.
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the kitchen is part of a larger communal space that includes a sitting area and dining table. “Each 
portion is defined, but they are still open to one another and to the views, and the cook always 
feels like part of the gathering,” she notes of the arrangement. 

The kitchen’s linear shape maximizes function, and the butter-yellow paint on its Shaker-style 
cabinets accentuates the golden light of sunrises and sunsets. Just outside the main work zone, 
Classic Kitchens & Interiors extended the counter into a rounded peninsula, forming a cozy, 
informal breakfast nook.

In the family room, PSD continued the home’s relaxed, beach-chic vibe with detailed millwork 
communicating informal classicism. A wall of built-in storage with vertical grooved paneling 

surrounds the fireplace. The mantel is simply a free-floating molding piece. Instead of coffers or beams, 
the ceiling is minimally adorned with a rectangular recess that echoes the seating area’s outline below. 

Interior designer Charline Sullivan kept the rooms bright and cheerful, channeling the landscape’s 
vibrant greens and blues. New finds mingle with existing yet refreshed pieces, and every choice adheres 
to the owners’ desire for durability and functionality. 

Built-ins abound throughout this finely crafted house, from the sitting area’s window seat to the 
office desk. “Built-ins are an efficient use of space and allow you to very carefully program storage 
needs,” says DaSilva, “and they have both functional and visual advantages. They can match or even 
establish the character of an interior space.”

Upstairs, PSD arranged three bedrooms along the view-facing side, including a corner master 

The main pulse of the 
home is the kitchen, 
designed by Hyannis-
based Classic Kitchens & 
Interiors. “It was conceived 
with the ocean in mind,” 
says Barbara Darcy, one of 
Classic’s kitchen designers. 
The kitchen is part of a 
larger communal space 
that also includes a sitting 
area and dining table.

The patio extends the 
home’s entertaining 
and living space.

Continued from page 56
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In the family room, PSD continues the home’s relaxed, beach-chic 
vibe with detailed millwork. A wall of built-in storage with vertical 
grooved paneling surrounds the fireplace.

The mudroom, which precedes 
the main living space, is both 

attractive and functional.

suite. A fourth bedroom topping the front entry looks back over the 
neighborhood. The first floor’s “junior” master suite brings the total 
bedroom count to five. A finished basement includes a large playroom 
for the kids. 

From the water, the home’s character shifts: It presents as a singular 
form more focused on hunkering down than pointing skyward like the 
front gables. From a large center hip-roofed mass, the roof descends 
and flares over the two side wings. These subtle, symmetrical flares 
suggest, to DaSilva, the wings of a sting ray or the curve of a jellyfish. 
Two portholes (or eyes?) punctuate the second story and add to this 
anthropomorphic effect. 

“Even if you don’t know what you’re looking at right away, you sense 
the approachability,” DaSilva says. “These characteristics make the 
home feel fun and endearing; they give it personality.”  

With PSD handling the permitting, architecture, construction and 
landscape design, the clients enjoyed an efficient, seamless process. 
The finished home is an inspirational—or, as the screen door promises, 
divinely inspirational—setting for summer living.  

Home Builders & Remodelers
Association of Cape Cod
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